
Konvent: „We feel that this album is about losing control over your life” 

Way too often have Scandinavian metal bands been associated mostly with Norway and Sweden, 

although recently, a widely understood metal scene in Denmark has become more vibrant and 

gained the well-deserved recognition. One of the bands confirming that is Konvent from 

Copenhagen, whom we were lucky enough to interview. Ladies from Konvent love Behemoth and 

Dopelord and they’re not afraid to step beyond the borders of the genre, making their music more 

diverse and intriguing. 

After the tour promoting their debut album, vocalist Rikke Emilie List and drummer Julie Simonsen 

tell KVLT Magazine about the main themes on Puritan Masochism, discovering new music and the 

metal scene in Denmark. 

 

Congratulations on releasing your debut album! Puritan Masochism has both doom- and death 

metal side to it, even though I’ve heard that none of you really planned to play those music genres. 

Did you take it into account that there people will put a label on it or describe it as a certain genre? 

Rikke Emilie List: Yes, it’s something we’ve experienced before. We’ve found out that people tend to 

be very genre-fixated. 

A lot of music journalists really want to talk about that and about the doom/death genre and I don’t 

think any of us are hardcore doom fans, actually. We’ve just kind of coincidentally stepped into the 

genre and we’re not big fans of labels. 

Julie Simonsen: A way in which we wrote a riff had something to do with that. It ended up being slow 

and doomy, and it’s just something that was natural, I think. We don’t really plan on making 

specifically a doom song, we just want the recorded song to be good.  

I think that Puritan Masochism’s cover art matches the sound perfectly – it’s cold, disturbing and 

thought-provoking. Did you want the cover to reflect the sound or to be more of an addition to it? 

Rikke: The album art came round when we had a meeting with our designer Mads Berg and we had a 

meeting with him. We talked loosely what the songs and the album were about. We feel that the 

album is about losing control over your life and that immediately put some images in his head, he 

started pitching this idea with the waterfall and the whirlpool. He just got this image of a wild water 

that you can’t control and which is a huge force of nature and we just thought it suited really 

perfectly with the sort of theme we have on the album. That was how it came to be. 

The sound of your album is heavy and quite raw, it’s a bit as if the sound was coming from an 

abyss. It that an effect of experimenting with sound or did you plan it? 

Rikke: I wouldn’t say that we planned it to sound a certain way. 

Julie: I don’t think we’re good at planning at all! (laughter) 

Rikke: Exactly, I think we were just really lucky with our producer Lasse Ballade. He’s very dedicated 

when it comes to his work and really brought out the best in the music on this album. So I would say 

that it’s his credit. 

On Waste, you have a guest vocalist joining you, Tue Krebs Roikjer from Morild. Why did you invite 

another musician to record this song? 

Rikke: A few years back, we talked how it could be funny to have a male guest vocalist to do a 

“romantic duet” with! Then we wrote the song Waste, and the lyrics for that song are based on a 

relationship, and we thought how it was pretty fitting that it would be a duet. And then our guitarist 



Sara suggested that it could be Tue from the Danish band Morild, because we wanted someone who 

could do a really high-pitched to compliment my deep growls, and then she thought of Tue and we 

asked him and he wanted to do it, and I think his vocals are just really perfect for this song. 

Are there other artists you would like to collaborate with? 

Rikke:  Yes, absolutely! I think we all have very long list of people who would be amazing to work 

with, but where to start…  

Julie: I think it could be cool to mix it up a bit. It’s great that we got Tue to sing on Waste since he has 

a different vocal vibe, so I think it’s cool to have something different to Rikke’s vocals to spice it up 

and just mix it up a bit. The goal should be to give the listener something completely different, so 

maybe hardcore vocals or something equally crazy would be really cool! 

Alright, so now that I know more about your work in the studio and the album itself, I’d like to ask 

about the tour promoting Puritan Masochism. Which country had the best audience? Were there 

any particularly weird or maybe funny things that happened during the tour? 

Julie: I think we’ve actually been really surprised there’s a lot of people at shows in places we haven’t 

been to before, like in Sweden and in Norway. I think people were really cool in all the venues, 

actually. Of course in Denmark it was pretty crazy, there were so many people, the show was sold 

out, we were really happy. But I think Hamburg was really insane too. 

Rikke: Yeah, absolutely! We ended up having three sold out shows which was just amazing for us and 

a lot of people showed up at every concert. All the circumstances with coronarivus considered, we 

have been so lucky. We’ve just managed to finish our tour in Oslo and a week later, Copenhagen and 

whole Denmark went on lockdown. So we have been really lucky with the whole release and touring. 

We don’t have any major tours planned now, we just have a few concerts in summer that might get 

cancelled, and that’s it. I think we’ve been so lucky. 

The Polish listeners know mostly Swedish and Norwegian bands, but what’s the Danish metal 

scene like? It doesn’t have to be only about doom/death bands. 

Rikke: I think we all agree that the Danish metal scene is really interesting right now. We had three 

Danish support bands on two of our Danish shows and one of them is a hardcore band called Eyes 

which we all really love, the other one was Morild, which we talked about earlier and which is black 

metal and then we had Katla (editor’s note: the Danish band, not the Icelandic project with the same 

name), who play doom. 

Julie: Yes, they play stoner/doom and sing about Satan! (laughter)  

Rikke: Yes! Then there is also a band called Solbrud, which is black metal, then there’s also Afsky. 

Julie: And Baest, which is becoming a more and more important. 

Rikke: When it comes to bands outside the metal genre, I would definitely recommend 

hardcore/crust punk band Halshug. 

When you mentioned different genres played by your warm-up acts in Denmark, would you also 

like to do the same or similar thing for a tour - being supported by different bands and genres? 

Rikke: Yes, that would be cool. Personally, I’m a big fan of the whole idea of mixed concerts, so 

having four-five different genres for one night is really fun, I think. It doesn’t always have to be pure 

death metal for an entire evening, you can mix it up. Maybe you’ll get a lot of music fans who mostly 

listen to death metal who then see a black metal band they end up liking. It’s just cool to get out and 

hear something else. 



If I remember well, you like the Polish black metal? What Polish bands do you like the most? 

Julie: Oh, it’s great you ask! I’m actually wearing a Behemoth t-shirt right now.  

Rikke: Yes! Definitely Behemoth, I think all of us in the band really love Behemoth. We also listen to 

Vader, I’ve seen them live as well. 

Julie: Yeah, me too! And Decapitated. 

Rikke: And I really like Dopelord. I have to say that I really enjoy their music! 

Julie: There’s probably some more bands from Poland which we know and like. And we’re really 

happy that someone from Poland wanted to do an interview with us! 

Rikke: We would love to go to Poland someday. So if you’re a booker in Poland, contact our 

manager! 

Bookers, there’s a great deal for your out there! 

Thank you so much for the interview! 

 

 


